PRISMA ACCESS (EDU-118)

Prisma Access (formerly GlobalProtect cloud service) helps your organization deliver consistent security to your remote networks and mobile users.

The Prisma Access course will help you to:

- Describe the planning and pre-deployment phases
- Describe the GlobalProtect cloud service components
- Configure the core service
- Deploy the infrastructure
- Onboard remote networks and mobile users

### Course Topics

1. GlobalProtect cloud service planning
2. GlobalProtect cloud service components
3. Configuring core service
4. Deploying the infrastructure
5. Onboarding of remote networks and mobile users

### Objectives

This course details the role of Prisma Access in cybersecurity. It provides information about the advanced threat protection capabilities of the product, and the steps necessary to prepare an environment to activate the service. The course also describes the different security approaches available to remote networks and mobile users.

### Target Audience

Cybersecurity Professionals and Security Operations Specialists

### Prerequisites

Participants should have a basic familiarity with security concepts, including sophisticated threat approaches. They also should be familiar with how to license and activate cloud services.

This digital learning course is available at the [Learning Center](https://www.paloaltonetworks.com).

### Palo Alto Networks Education

The technical curriculum developed and authorized by Palo Alto Networks and delivered by Palo Alto Networks Authorized Training Partners helps provide the knowledge and expertise that prepare you to protect our digital way of life. Our trusted certifications validate your knowledge of the Palo Alto Networks Security Operating Platform and your ability to help prevent successful cyberattacks and safely enable applications.